LEARNING CONTACT DIRECTIONS FOR TITLE IV-E STUDENTS:
HOW TO INTEGRATE CALSWEC PUBLIC CHILD WELFARE BEHAVIORS

**DIRECTIONS** – For every Learning Activity/Task you write, you will assign a CalSWEC Public Child Welfare (CW) Behavior that will be met by that Learning Activity/Task. The Learning Contract (LC) has a link to the CalSWEC CW Behaviors, as well as a drop-down menu with the numbers of those behaviors.

**STEP 1** - Open the link to the CalSWEC CW Behaviors (they are in a Curriculum Competencies Guide)

**STEP 2** - Read the CalSWEC CW Behaviors that align with the LC Competency being worked on (NOTE: LC Competency 1 is the same as Competency 1 listed in the CalSWEC guide)

**STEP 3** - After finding the CalSWEC CW Behavior that best aligns with your written Learning Activity/Task, choose the corresponding number from the drop-down menu. Do this for every Learning Activity/Task. (Ex/ CW1.2 = 1.2)